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Around	N=20 Transfer	Mg Transfer	Ni Transfer	Pb Summary

The	evidence	in	31Mg G	Neyens et	al,	PRC	84	(2011)	064310

At	the	border	of	the	island?
● Spin-parity	assignment:	direct	measurement	

of	the	ground	state
combined	g-factor	from	β-NMR	and	μ	from	
laser	spectroscopy

● Other	spins	from	β-decay	and	reactions

● μ very	sensitive	to	structure	→	2p3h

● Anchor	points:	spin-parity	of	31Na	gs,	32Al	gs
Coherent	picture	from	many	data	sets
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Revised level scheme of 31Mg, with
spin/parity assignments based on combining the results from dif-
ferent experiments and compared to an antisymmetrized-molecular-
dynamics plus generator-coordinate-method (AMD + GCM) calcu-
lation from Kimura [9]. Calculated negative parity levels are red,
positive parity levels are black. Codes in the experimental scheme are
given in the text.

ground state has a nearly pure (95%) 2p3h structure, with
a magnetic moment µAMD = −0.91µN in good agreement
with the experimental value µexp = −0.88355(15)µN . The
next level has a more mixed structure, but is still dominated
(61%) by a 2p3h configuration as well. Above the lowest
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FIG. 2. Configurations most likely populated in a 1n-knockout
reaction from 32Mg. The lowest spins per excitation are taken from
the AMD + GCM calculations in Fig. 1
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FIG. 3. Allowed (top) and first-forbidden (bottom) β-decay
channels.

2h̄ω levels, there appear two levels with a dominant 1p2h
structure, though for the 3/2− level it is strongly mixed with the
3p4h configuration. These levels correspond to the observed
negative parity levels at 461 and 221 keV. The second 3/2−

state with a dominant 3p4h configuration appears only 250
keV higher in the calculations, but the lowest experimental
level that might correspond to this state appears at 1029
keV. The first level with a normal 0p1h structure appears
experimentally around 700 keV (800 keV in the calculation).
For the other levels, no firm correspondence can be made with
the calculated levels, except for the second 0p1h state which
appears at 2 MeV (and is calculated about 350 keV lower).
The structure of the 2243-keV level remains puzzling. This
level is populated in the 32Mg n-knockout reaction (populating
mostly 1p2h and 2p3h configurations according to Fig. 2).
It is however also the strongest populated level in the 31Na
β decay (feeding mainly levels shown in Fig. 3, through
allowed Gamov-Teller decay). Therefore it is unlikely that this
level corresponds to the calculated intruder 1/2− level, which
would correspond to a first-forbidden decay being favored over
allowed Gamov-Teller (GT) decay. Note that in 29Mg a similar
large feeding is observed at more than 2 MeV in the β decay
of 29Na to 29Mg. Therefore the 2243 KeV might correspond
to a 0p1h neutron configuration, and be related to the allowed
GT decay from a νd3/2 to a πd3/2.

III. OVERVIEW OF EXPERIMENTS RELATED TO 33Mg

Of all isotopes in the island of inversion, 33Mg is one of
the most studied ones; however it is also a controversial one.
Many different experiments have been performed to study its
properties and to try unravel its structure (see Table II), yet
the structure and level scheme of 33Mg remained uncertain till
now.

The direct measurement of the 33Mg ground-state spin I =
3/2 in 2007 [30], using the same method as applied for 31Mg,
provides a crucial starting point for interpreting all previously
measured data.

The parity of the 33Mg ground state is presently being
debated in literature. From the measured magnetic moment
(and in particular its negative sign), a pure 3p2h negative parity
ground-state configuration is invoked [30,31]. It is impossible
to explain a negative magnetic moment with a positive parity
2p1h or 4p3h configuration, as suggested in [33]. A negative
magnetic moment has indeed been observed for the positive
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2h̄ω levels, there appear two levels with a dominant 1p2h
structure, though for the 3/2− level it is strongly mixed with the
3p4h configuration. These levels correspond to the observed
negative parity levels at 461 and 221 keV. The second 3/2−

state with a dominant 3p4h configuration appears only 250
keV higher in the calculations, but the lowest experimental
level that might correspond to this state appears at 1029
keV. The first level with a normal 0p1h structure appears
experimentally around 700 keV (800 keV in the calculation).
For the other levels, no firm correspondence can be made with
the calculated levels, except for the second 0p1h state which
appears at 2 MeV (and is calculated about 350 keV lower).
The structure of the 2243-keV level remains puzzling. This
level is populated in the 32Mg n-knockout reaction (populating
mostly 1p2h and 2p3h configurations according to Fig. 2).
It is however also the strongest populated level in the 31Na
β decay (feeding mainly levels shown in Fig. 3, through
allowed Gamov-Teller decay). Therefore it is unlikely that this
level corresponds to the calculated intruder 1/2− level, which
would correspond to a first-forbidden decay being favored over
allowed Gamov-Teller (GT) decay. Note that in 29Mg a similar
large feeding is observed at more than 2 MeV in the β decay
of 29Na to 29Mg. Therefore the 2243 KeV might correspond
to a 0p1h neutron configuration, and be related to the allowed
GT decay from a νd3/2 to a πd3/2.

III. OVERVIEW OF EXPERIMENTS RELATED TO 33Mg

Of all isotopes in the island of inversion, 33Mg is one of
the most studied ones; however it is also a controversial one.
Many different experiments have been performed to study its
properties and to try unravel its structure (see Table II), yet
the structure and level scheme of 33Mg remained uncertain till
now.

The direct measurement of the 33Mg ground-state spin I =
3/2 in 2007 [30], using the same method as applied for 31Mg,
provides a crucial starting point for interpreting all previously
measured data.

The parity of the 33Mg ground state is presently being
debated in literature. From the measured magnetic moment
(and in particular its negative sign), a pure 3p2h negative parity
ground-state configuration is invoked [30,31]. It is impossible
to explain a negative magnetic moment with a positive parity
2p1h or 4p3h configuration, as suggested in [33]. A negative
magnetic moment has indeed been observed for the positive
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structure, though for the 3/2− level it is strongly mixed with the
3p4h configuration. These levels correspond to the observed
negative parity levels at 461 and 221 keV. The second 3/2−

state with a dominant 3p4h configuration appears only 250
keV higher in the calculations, but the lowest experimental
level that might correspond to this state appears at 1029
keV. The first level with a normal 0p1h structure appears
experimentally around 700 keV (800 keV in the calculation).
For the other levels, no firm correspondence can be made with
the calculated levels, except for the second 0p1h state which
appears at 2 MeV (and is calculated about 350 keV lower).
The structure of the 2243-keV level remains puzzling. This
level is populated in the 32Mg n-knockout reaction (populating
mostly 1p2h and 2p3h configurations according to Fig. 2).
It is however also the strongest populated level in the 31Na
β decay (feeding mainly levels shown in Fig. 3, through
allowed Gamov-Teller decay). Therefore it is unlikely that this
level corresponds to the calculated intruder 1/2− level, which
would correspond to a first-forbidden decay being favored over
allowed Gamov-Teller (GT) decay. Note that in 29Mg a similar
large feeding is observed at more than 2 MeV in the β decay
of 29Na to 29Mg. Therefore the 2243 KeV might correspond
to a 0p1h neutron configuration, and be related to the allowed
GT decay from a νd3/2 to a πd3/2.

III. OVERVIEW OF EXPERIMENTS RELATED TO 33Mg

Of all isotopes in the island of inversion, 33Mg is one of
the most studied ones; however it is also a controversial one.
Many different experiments have been performed to study its
properties and to try unravel its structure (see Table II), yet
the structure and level scheme of 33Mg remained uncertain till
now.

The direct measurement of the 33Mg ground-state spin I =
3/2 in 2007 [30], using the same method as applied for 31Mg,
provides a crucial starting point for interpreting all previously
measured data.

The parity of the 33Mg ground state is presently being
debated in literature. From the measured magnetic moment
(and in particular its negative sign), a pure 3p2h negative parity
ground-state configuration is invoked [30,31]. It is impossible
to explain a negative magnetic moment with a positive parity
2p1h or 4p3h configuration, as suggested in [33]. A negative
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keV higher in the calculations, but the lowest experimental
level that might correspond to this state appears at 1029
keV. The first level with a normal 0p1h structure appears
experimentally around 700 keV (800 keV in the calculation).
For the other levels, no firm correspondence can be made with
the calculated levels, except for the second 0p1h state which
appears at 2 MeV (and is calculated about 350 keV lower).
The structure of the 2243-keV level remains puzzling. This
level is populated in the 32Mg n-knockout reaction (populating
mostly 1p2h and 2p3h configurations according to Fig. 2).
It is however also the strongest populated level in the 31Na
β decay (feeding mainly levels shown in Fig. 3, through
allowed Gamov-Teller decay). Therefore it is unlikely that this
level corresponds to the calculated intruder 1/2− level, which
would correspond to a first-forbidden decay being favored over
allowed Gamov-Teller (GT) decay. Note that in 29Mg a similar
large feeding is observed at more than 2 MeV in the β decay
of 29Na to 29Mg. Therefore the 2243 KeV might correspond
to a 0p1h neutron configuration, and be related to the allowed
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properties and to try unravel its structure (see Table II), yet
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now.

The direct measurement of the 33Mg ground-state spin I =
3/2 in 2007 [30], using the same method as applied for 31Mg,
provides a crucial starting point for interpreting all previously
measured data.
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debated in literature. From the measured magnetic moment
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The	ground-state	parity	puzzle
● I =	3/2	by	β-NMR	and	from	laser	spectroscopy

● Combined	β-decay,	in-beam	spectroscopy,
Coulex,	laser	spectroscopy,	n-knockout	
suggest	negative	parity

● Theory	indicates	3p2h	configuration
for	the	gs and	484-keV	state

● Suggestion	to	use	transfer	reactions	to	
constrain	spins

MULTIPARTICLE-MULTIHOLE STATES IN 31Mg . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 84, 064310 (2011)

g.s. branch (the well-known Pandemonium effect; see, e.g.,
[35,36]).

In conclusion, a firm 33Mg g.s. parity assignment based on
the possible nonobservation of the full decay intensity (leading
to a large feeding in 33Al) seems difficult. A more detailed
study of the absolute β-decay branches with a direct counting
of the incoming and outgoing intensities (eventually also the
subsequent feeding of levels in the granddaughter) is needed to
account for the possible Pandemonium effect. Additionally, a
detailed study of the β-γ lifetimes would be useful to establish
or rule out the presence of a β-decaying isomer in 33Mg.

G. 33Mg 1n removal

The one-neutron removal cross section and the longitudinal
momentum distribution of 32Mg fragments produced by the
reaction of a 33Mg beam on a C target were measured at GSI
[42]. The narrow momentum distribution is a direct indication
that the νp3/2 orbital is significantly occupied in the 33Mg
g.s. wave function. The data were compared to calculations
assuming, respectively, a 3/2+ or a 3/2− ground state for 33Mg,
with mixed configurations of 32Mg in some excited states
coupled to an odd neutron in the sd-pf shell. For both parity
assumptions, a good agreement is obtained with the data by
fitting the spectroscopic factors for the different configuration
mixings, and therefore no firm conclusion is made about the
ground-state parity. The occupation of the νp3/2 orbit is found
higher than that of the νf7/2 orbit, independent of the assumed
g.s. parity. When comparing the data to a calculation with the
wave function composition from a Monte Carlo Shell Model
(MCSM) calculation [with the (SDPF-M) [44] interaction],
agreement is improved by lowering the νp3/2 level by 1 MeV,
thus resulting in a larger νp3/2 contribution in the g.s. wave
function. The calculated magnetic moment of the 3/2− level
is not much changed by this operation, and the value remains
in agreement with the observed g.s. magnetic moment.

IV. PROPOSED 33Mg LEVEL SCHEME

The summarized experimental information in Fig. 5, show-
ing only the unambiguous results from all experiments, can
now be used to make further spin/parity assignments to the
higher levels, using the information from the observed γ -decay
branches from [32]. The 546-keV level has a positive parity
(allowed GT decay from 33Na), and its spin is most likely
I = 1/2. Only this spin assignment can explain why there
is no decay observed to the 5/2− level. Indeed, a 1/2+ to
5/2− M2 decay would not compete very strongly with the E1
decay to the 3/2− ground state (see Fig. 7). The 705-keV level,
being the second most strongly populated level in the decay
from 33Na, is then most likely the (3/2+) level. No feeding to
the (1/2)+ level is seen in [32]; instead this level decays to the
5/2− and 3/2− levels with about equal intensities. Assuming
Iπ = 3/2+ for the 705 level, both are E1 transitions, which
could easily compete with the E2 decay from the (3/2+) to
the (1/2)+ state. The tentative spins and parities assigned to
these levels could easily be verified experimentally by, e.g.,

FIG. 7. Comparison of the proposed 33Mg level scheme to the
results from an AMD + GCM calculation performed by Kimura [43].

angular distribution measurements after a 1n or 2n transfer
reaction on 32Mg or 31Mg.

The proposed 33Mg level scheme in Fig. 7 is compared to
the results from the AMD + GCM calculation by Kimura [43],
who was very successful in reproducing the 31Mg level scheme
up to 1 MeV (Fig. 1). These calculations predict a 3/2− ground
state (with an 87% 3p2h configuration as well) and a first
excited 5/2− state that belongs to the Kπ = 3/2− ground band
dominated by 3p2h configurations as well. The calculated
E2 transition probability to the 5/2− level is 282e2f m4.
This value can be compared to the experimental B(E2) value
deduced from the observed Coulomb excitation cross section
of 81(25) mb [37], which was determined assuming a 5/2+

ground state, yielding a charge deformation βC = 0.52(12) and
B(E2) = 232(150)e2f m4. Assuming weak coupling between
the 32Mg deformed core and the odd neutron determining the
spin/parity 3/2−, we can expect that the B(E2) of 33Mg is
largely dominated by the deformation of the 32Mg core and
would not very much depend on the assumed spin. Therefore
we can compare this B(E2) value to the calculated one, and it
is in good agreement with it.

The next two excited states in the calculation, as well as
in the proposed level scheme, have positive parity. From the
experimental data discussed in Sec. III E it was concluded
that the 546-keV level has a dominating 4p3h configuration,
so the suggested (1/2)+ spin/parity as well as the suggested
configuration are in agreement with the results from the
calculation. The calculated excitation energy of this 3h̄ω
intruder level is however overestimated by about 400 keV. The
next calculated level is dominated by a 1h̄ω configuration and
has spin/parity 3/2+, in agreement as well with the proposed

064310-7

Ground	state	has	2	neutrons
across	N	=	20	as	in	31,32Mg
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an inversion is observed, with the first-excited 3/2− level becoming the ground state in 33Mg.
As discussed below, the measured magnetic moment and g-factor of 33Mg are consistent with
that of a 3p–2h configuration with the 3 neutrons predominantly occupying the ν1f7/2 orbital.
On the other hand, the measured longitudinal momentum distribution in a one-neutron
removal reaction on a 33Mg beam suggests that a significant amount of the 33Mg wave
function must have a neutron in the ν2p3/2 [29]. The latter is not necessarily in contradiction
with the conclusions from the magnetic moment measurement, because configuration mixing
with a ν1f7/2)

2(2p3/2) component cannot be excluded. Therefore, it would be interesting to
perform other experiments for probing the p-wave contribution in the 33Mg ground state.

Figure 1. The lowest 3/2, 1/2 positive parity and 7/2, 3/2 negative parity levels in the
N=19 and N=21 isotones. Data are taken from [23] for 31,33Mg, others are from the
ENSDF in [26].

J. Phys. G: Nucl. Part. Phys. 43 (2016) 024007 G Neyens

4

● Coexistence	(and	mixing)	of	
configurations

● No	shell	collapse
but	enormous	gain	in	
correlation	energy

(or holes) in a particular orbital: e.g. g(ν1f7/2 3)7/2=g(ν1f7/2)7/2. Additionally, if the
nuclear spin does not equal the spin of the shell model orbital occupied, the g-factor is still the
same if all unpaired particles occupy the same single particle orbital: e.g. g(ν1f7/2

3)3/2=
g(ν1f7/2 3)7/2=g(ν1f7/2)7/2 [31, 32]. Thus the g-factor of even–odd (or odd–even) isotopes
near shell closures is an extremely sensitive probe to the orbital occupied by the last unpaired
nucleons. This was illustrated, e.g., for the Pb region in [33].

It is illustrated here for the N=19 and N=21 isotones in figure 4. The known ground
state magnetic moments in these isotones are summarized in table 1.

The ground states of the N=21 isotones from 41Ca down to 33Mg have all a very similar
experimental g-factor, despite the fact that the ground state spin of 33Mg is measured to be
3/2 and not 7/2 [25]. All experimental g-factor values are in very good agreement with the
value for one or more unpaired neutron(s) in the ν1f7/2 orbital (line at −0.492 in figure 4).
Considering that the ground state spin is measured to be 3/2 [25], it means that at least 3
neutrons must appear in the ν1 f 7 /2 orbital to form a seniority-3 configuration coupling to
3/2. A ground state spin 3/2 could also originate from one unpaired neutron in the ν2p3/2.
However, the effective single particle g-factor value geff(ν2p3/2)=−1.15 is rather far from
the observed value. Thus the probability for such 1p-0h configuration mixing in the ground

Figure 4. Experimental ground state g-factors and spins of the N=19 and N=21
isotones compared to the effective single particle g-factor for a neutron in the ν1d3/2 or
ν1 f 7 /2 orbitals. With a mild reduction of the gs-value to 0.9gs-free, all g-factors down
to mass 33 are very well reproduced. All error bars are smaller than the dot size.

Table 1. Experimental magnetic moments of ground states in N=19 and N=21
isotones, taken from [24, 25, 27, 30].

Isotope Spin μ (n.m.) Isotope Spin μ (n.m.)

31Mg 1/2+ −0.88355(15) 33Mg 3/2- −0.7456(5)
33Si 3/2+ (+)1.21(3) 35Si 7/2- (−)1.638(4)
35S 3/2+ (+)1.00(4) 37 s 7/2-
37Ar 3/2+ +1.145(5) 39Ar 7/2- −1.588(15)
39Ca 3/2+ +1.02168(12) 41Ca 7/2- −1.594781(9)

J. Phys. G: Nucl. Part. Phys. 43 (2016) 024007 G Neyens
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34Al
0 4–

46.6	keV 1+34Al:	transitional	nucleus?

● g-factor	in	34Alg suggests	0p0h-2p2h	mixing
P.	Himpe et	al.,	PLB	658 (2008)	203

● 1+ predicted	with	a	2p1h	structure

● Recently	observed	at	46	keV
R.	Liča et	al.	PRC	95	(2017)	021301(R)

● β-NMR/NQR	at	GANIL/LISE
→	g-factor	and	quadrupole	moment

ARTICLE IN PRESS

As important and decisive information can be obtained from
the measurement of nuclear moments, not only an accurate
experimental technique but also a reliable setup is needed to
study them. In the first section of this article, the b!NMR and
b!NQR methods are discussed. In part two, a detailed description
of the new b!NMR=b!NQR setup, used at the LISE beam line, is
given. The last section presents the GEANT4 simulation code and
its applications, developed to evaluate the new setup.

2. The b!NMR and b!NQR methods

The b!NMR technique is used to measure the nuclear g-factor
g, which is directly linked to the magnetic dipole moment via
m¼ gImN , with I the nuclear spin. In a b!NQR measurement, the
quadrupole coupling constant nQ ¼ eQ sVzz=h is determined, from
which the spectroscopic quadrupole moment Qs can be deduced,
provided that the electric field gradient Vzz in the implantation
crystal is known. Both techniques have been frequently used in
the past and several different modes exist (e.g. the adiabatic fast
passage method [8] or the continuous rf technique [9]). This work
concentrates on the resonance methods that combine a constant
implantation of polarized nuclei with a continuously applied
radiofrequent (rf) field and a time-integrated detection of the
ensemble polarization.

The b!NMR and b!NQR experiments are performed at the
LISE fragment separator [10,11]. The isotopes of interest are
produced in a projectile-fragmentation reaction, induced by a
stable and fully stripped primary beam (60280 MeV=u, 124 emA)
on a rotating target. The secondary beam is selected by two dipole
stages and transported to the D6 focal point. The beam
identification is performed with three Si-detectors along the
beam path according to the standard energy loss versus time-of-
flight method. A purification is done with the 9Be wedge-degrader
in the intermediate dispersive plane, the horizontal and vertical
slits along the beam line and the Wien filter, installed in front of
the b!NMR=b!NQR setup. When all components are optimized, a
secondary beam purity of more than 90% can be achieved. In order
to maintain the reaction-induced polarization, the fragments need
to be fully stripped and the electron pick-up along the beam path
has to be reduced to a minimum by adapting the thickness of the
target, the wedge and the degraders. According to the simulation
code GLOBAL, embedded in LISEþþ package [12,13], only
fragments with Ao80 are completely stripped after intermedi-
ate-energy projectile-fragmentation reactions.

At the end of the LISE fragment separator, the b!NMR=b!NQR
setup is installed. The polarized nuclei are implanted in a crystal
after being energy-degraded in two Al-foils. At 03 and 1803 along
the vertical polarization axis, above and below the implantation
crystal, two pairs of plastic scintillators are positioned to detect
the b!particles emitted when the implanted fragments decay (see
Fig. 1). A spin-polarized ensemble of nuclei leads to an anisotropic
b!decay pattern, given by the angular distribution function WðyÞ
[14]:

WðyÞ ¼ 1þ
vb
c

AbPcosðyÞ: ð1Þ

Ab is the asymmetry parameter that depends on the spin and
the decay properties of the investigated nuclei. P is the initial
polarization of the implanted ensemble, induced by the nuclear
reaction. The fraction vb=c, with vb the velocity of the b!particles
and c the speed of light, is taken as 1.

The measured b!asymmetry A, which is related to the
polarization in the ensemble, is then defined as

A¼
Nup ! Ndown

NupþNdown
CAbP ð2Þ

where Nup is the number of coincident counts in the upper two
detectors while Ndown denotes the number of coincidences in the
lower set of scintillators. Going from a polarized to an unpolarized
ensemble induces a b!asymmetry change proportional to AbP.
This change in asymmetry is observed in a b!NMR or b!NQR
measurement since both methods use hyperfine interactions to
resonantly destroy the polarization at a well-defined rf-frequency.

In both techniques, the implantation crystal is situated in the
center of a static magnetic field B0, which is also the center of the
setup. The external magnetic field induces a Zeeman splitting of
the nuclear m-states, such that the energy difference between two
subsequent levels is proportional to the g-factor and the applied
magnetic field.

Em ! Emþ1 ¼ gmNB0 ¼ hnL: ð3Þ

nL denotes the Larmor frequency and is typically of the order of 0.1
to 3 MHz. In b!NMR, only a Zeemann splitting of the nuclear
levels is induced since an implantation crystal with a cubic lattice
structure is chosen. In b!NQR, the polarized nuclei are implanted
in a stopper with a non-cubic crystal structure. In that case, the
quadrupole interaction with the electric field gradient causes an
additional shift of the m-states which results in a non-equidistant
level spacing. The energy difference between the magnetic
sublevels m and mþ1 under the influence of a Zeemann and an
axial symmetric quadrupole interaction can be calculated using
perturbation theory. Up to the second order, the series expansion
is given by expression (4), provided that the magnetic interaction
(scaling with nL) is much stronger than the quadrupole interaction
(scaling with nQ=4Ið2I ! 1Þ) [8].

Em ! Emþ1 ¼ hnL !
3hnQ

8Ið2I ! 1Þ
ð2mþ1Þð3 cos2 y! 1Þ

!
hn2

Q

32nL

9

4I2ð2I ! 1Þ2
½6mðmþ1Þ ! 2IðIþ1Þþ3'sin4y:

ð4Þ

y is the angle between the symmetry axis of the electric-field
gradient in the crystal and the magnetic field B0.

Perpendicular to the static magnetic field, a radio-frequent
magnetic field is applied inside a coil mounted around the
implantation crystal (see Figs. 1–3). When a b!NMR
measurement is performed a particular frequency range is
scanned in a number of discrete steps. For each step, the rf-
frequency is continuously modulated around a central value to

Fig. 1. A schematic overview of the rf and detection region of the newly designed
setup.

M. De Rydt et al. / Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research A 612 (2009) 112–121 113

M.	De	Rydt et	al	NIMA	612	(2009)	112
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FIG. 1: The β-decay asymmetry A in the Si crystal as a
function of applied rf frequency νRF (kHz) for 32Al (top) and
34mAl (middle and bottom). The orientation of polarization
is different between the two isotopes due to the different pro-
ducation mechanics. The sizes of horizontal error bars cor-
respond to the amplitudes of frequency modulation, which
are 15 and 45 kHz for 32Al and 34mAl, respectively. The 32Al
spectrum is fitted by a Lorentzian lineshape (red curve), while
only the averaged baseline with its variation is drawn for the
34mAl spectra. See text for more explanation.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Prior to the 34mAl measurements, the experimental
setup was optimized using the 32Al isotope, of which
the g factor and quadrupole moment are well known
[36, 37, 39]. Note that the observed resonance of 34Al
is negative as expected, opposite to what is seen in 32Al
which has the opposite polarization because of the differ-
ent production mechanism [46]. The results are summa-
rized in Table I.

The β-NMR spectra showing experimental β-decay
asymmetry as a function of applied rf frequency in a Si
crystal are plotted in Fig. 1 for 32Al (top) and 34mAl
(middle and bottom). A series of measurements with dif-
ferent frequency ranges and frequency modulation were
carried out for 32Al to verify the experimental setup and
confirm the literature values from previous works. With
the χ2-fitting method, spectra of each measurement were
fitted using a Lorentzian function, of which the ampli-
tude, centroid frequency, baseline, and linewidth are free

fitting parameters. The Larmor frequency, νL(32Al) =
2240.5(7) kHz, is determined from the weighted average
of different runs. With a calibrated magnetic field of
B0 = 1501(5)sys gauss, the g factor of 32Al is deduced to
be |g| = 1.958(1)(7)sys, consistent with literature value
as shown in Table I. In contrast, the 34mAl measurement
suffered from several difficulties. First of all, the total
production rate of 34Al was measured to be a factor of
20 less than that of 32Al at the same primary-beam inten-
sity. Additionally, the yield of isomer in 34Al is even fur-
ther reduced as the isomer-to-ground state ratio is esti-
mated to lie between 30% and 70%. Due to the daughter
and grand-daughter decay of 34Al, only approximately
one in three of the detected β signals belonged to 34Al
and only 30–70% of those belonged to the isomer. These
background βs not given by the isomer significantly de-
crease the size of the experimentally observed asymme-
try, as confirmed in simulations. While the daughter and
grand-daughter decays can be partly cut out based on
their significantly lower β energies (at the cost of reduc-
ing the statistics on 34mAl), this is not applicable for the
ground-state decays due to the similar β-decay Qβ value
as that from the isomer. The combination of a low yield
with a weak signal made the measurements extrememly
challenging. Therefore only the broad frequency scans
with few steps (60 kHz step size and 45 kHz modulation)
have accumulated enough statistics to observe the signal.
As shown in Fig. 1 (middle), there is a single point at
νRF = 2010 kHz having a significant deviation from the
baseline (indicated by the horizontal line), which is de-
termined from the weighted average of the other points.
In these 34Al spectra, the signal-to-background ratio was
optimized by cutting out the low-energy βs originating
mostly from the daughter decays. The chosen energy
cuts were made empirically, but in agreement with sim-
ulations using the Geant4 toolkit [49]. From tests on
32Al, it is known that if the real resonance would be in
the overlapping regions of modulation of two neighboring
points, then the two points should be in resonance and
lie on the same height. Since the neighboring steps on
both side of 2010 kHz have similar asymmetry as that
of baseline, the Larmor frequency of 34mAl is unlikely to
lie within 1950 ± 45 kHz nor 2070 ± 45 kHz, leading to
a range of 2010 ± 15 kHz. The corresponding g factor
is derived as |g(34mAl)| = 1.756 ± 0.014. No meaning-
ful statistical error bars can be deduced from the present
data. Here the symbol “±” indicates the range of the ob-
servable rather than the usual definition of uncertainty,
meaning the measured g factor (Larmor frequency) in
this work has an equal probability to be any value within
the range. The same notation will be used in the follow-
ing text.

Note that the signal shown in Fig. 1 (middle) only has
a 2.8σ deviation from the baseline, where σ is the root
sum square of the baseline variation and the asymme-
try uncertainty at 2010 kHz. To further consolidate the
observed signal with a larger amplitude, a second scan ex-
clusively focusing on the resonance point was performed,
with the same frequency modulation (45 kHz) as the for-
mer scan. The asymmetry of two satelite points at 1300

4

TABLE I: Experimental results of this work. The g factors are extracted with the static field B0 = 1501(5)sys gauss. The
quadrupole moments are obtained using the 27Al data in the α-Al2O3 crystal as a reference. The half life of 34mAl is taken
from Ref. [43]. The literature values of the g factor and Qs of 32Al are from Refs. [39] and [37], respectively. See text for more
information.

g factor Qs (mb)

N Iπ T1/2 νL (kHz) This work Lit. νQ (kHz) This work Lit.
32Al 19 1+ 33.0 ms 2240.5(7) 1.958(1)(7)sys 1.9516(22) 418(4) 25.5(3) 24(2)

34mAl 21 1+ 26 ms 2010±15 1.756±0.014 627(83) 38(5)
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FIG. 2: The β-decay asymmetry A in the α-Al2O3 crystal
as a function of ∆ (kHz) for 32Al (top) and 34mAl (bottom).
The applied rf frequencies are ν±

RF = νL ± ∆, in which the
Larmor frequencies are 2240 and 2020 kHz for 32Al and 34Al
respectively. The orientation of polarization is different be-
tween the two isotopes due to the different producation me-
chanics. The sizes of horizontal error bars correspond to the
amplitudes of frequency modulation, which are 45 kHz for
both 32Al and 34Al. Both spectra are fitted by a Lorentzian
lineshape shown as the red curve. The baseline and its varia-
tion (determined from the points off resonance) of the 34mAl
spectrum are drawn as a reference.

and 2700 kHz were measured to determine the averaged
baseline. The spectrum as such obtained is plotted in
Fig. 1 (bottom). In this case, the deviation is more than
3.5σ, with which the probability that this is a statistical
deviation is less than 1 in 2149.
In the β-NQR measurement of 34mAl, the asymmetry

parameter A was scanned as a function of ∆ with fre-
quency modulation 45 kHz and step size 60 kHz. The

spectrum is plotted in Fig. 2 (bottom), together with
that of 32Al (top) measured under the same experimental
conditions. The Larmor frequencies fixed in the β-NQR
scans of 32Al and 34mAl are 2240 and 2020 kHz respec-
tively. Although for 34mAl there could be a difference be-
tween the applied and the real Larmor frequency (within
our quoted uncertainty), it has been demonstrated pre-
viously [52] and verified with 32Al in this work, that this
would not bias the extracted νQ, as it would make the
resonance slightly broader but would not alter the cen-
tral frequency of ∆. A Lorentzian function is employed
to fit the NQR resonance to extract νQ from each mea-
surement. For 32Al, a weighted mean value of four runs
with different modulation and step size gives νQ = 418(4)
kHz. To fit the spectrum of 34mAl, the linewidth of the
resonance is fixed to the value determined from 32Al, as
the same modulation and rf power where used. Follow-
ing this analysis, νQ = 627(83) kHz is obtained for 34mAl.
From the definition of νQ, one finds

νQ(AAl)

|Qs(AAl)|
=

eVzz

h
(3)

to be constant for various mass numbers A in the same
crystal (because of the same Vzz). Using 27Al as a refer-
ence, of which Qs = +146.6(10) mb and νQ = 2403.1(2)
kHz has been measured in α-Al2O3 at room temperature
[50, 51], quadrupole moments of 25.5(3) and 38(5) mb
are extracted for 32Al and 34mAl respectively. The Qs of
32Al from this work is well consistent with the literature
value reported by Ref. [37], but the precision is improved
by one order of magnitude higher.

IV. DISCUSSION

Since 34Al is located at the boundary of the island of
inversion, strong competitions between the normal and
intruder configurations are anticipated in the ground and
low-lying states. According to its g factor, the 4− ground
state is suggested to be an admixture of the normal
(0p0h) and intruder (2p2h) configurations [21]. In con-
trast, the 1+ isomer is supposed to be a 1p1h intruder
state, in which one neutron is excited across N = 20
to the upper pf shell, while leaving a hole in the lower
sd shell [43]. A schematic drawing of this configura-
tion, π(d5/2)

−1⊗ν(d3/2)
−1(f7/2)

2, is illustrated in Fig. 3
(right), in comparison with the leading configuration of
the 32Al ground state (left). Since the nuclear g fac-
tor (related to the magnetic moment µ = gIµN) is very
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FIG. 3: Proposed proton (π) and neutron (ν) leading con-
figurations in the 1+ state of 32Al (left) and 34mAl (right).
Particles and holes are presented by solid and open circles
respectively.

sensitive to the orbits occupied by unpaired nucleons, it
provides a stringent test for the validity of the proposed
configuration. In a simple single-particle model, the g
factor of a nuclear state (with total spin I) described by
a weak coupling between protons and neutrons can be
calculated as [45]

g(I) =
1
2

[

(gπ + gν) + (gπ − gν)
Iπ(Iπ + 1) − Iν(Iν + 1)

I(I + 1)

]

,

(4)
where gπ(ν) is the proton (neutron) g factor. In case the
two pf -shell neutrons in 34mAl couple to spin J = 0,
which is favoured due to the strong pairing interaction,
they act as “spectators” which do not contribute to the
magnetic moment. The isomer’s g factor is thus pre-
dominantly determined by the proton-neutron coupling
(πd5/2 ⊗ νd3/2)J=1, the same as the 1+ ground state
of 32Al. This intuitive picture explains the very simi-
lar g factor found experimentally. One can then com-
pare the experimental data to the empirical g factor,
which is calculated with the proton and neutron g fac-
tors taken from the experimental g factors of the near
by odd-mass isotopes. For instance, g(32Al, 1+) =
2.08 is obtained by using gπd5/2

(31Al, 5/2+) =
1.532(2) and gνd3/2

(33Si, 3/2+) = 0.81(2), and
g(34mAl, 1+) = 2.25 from gπd5/2

(33Al, 5/2+) = 1.635(2)
and gνd3/2

(33Si, 3/2+) = 0.81(2) (the g factor of the cor-
responding 3/2+ state in 35Si is unknown). In the calcu-
lations the known g factors are all taken from Ref. [53].
The experimental g factors of 34mAl and 32Al are indeed
consistent with the empirical g factors such calculated.
The good agreement with the simple calculation confirms
the 1p1h nature of the isomer which was proposed based
on the β decay of 34Al [43]. However, the g factor of
34mAl also shows a 10% decrease with respect to 32Al,
implying a certain amount of mixing with configurations
other than πd5/2 ⊗ νd3/2 in the isomer’s wave functions.
To take into account more complex wave functions, the

measured g factors are compared to the large-scale shell-
model calculations with effective interactions. These in-
clude two widely used interactions in the island of in-
version, SDPF-U-MIX [9] and SDPF-M [54], of which
the two-body matrix elements are determined empiri-

cally from the fitting of experimental data. In addition, a
calculation with a new effective interaction derived from
a realistic nucleon-nucleon potential using the extended
Kuo-Krenciglowa method (denoted as EKK) is carried
out for 34Al. This interaction has been successfully ap-
plied to study the Ne, Mg, and Si isotopes around A = 32
[55]. All the three interactions are constructed based on
a 16O core and take into account the nucleon excitations
from the sd shell to the pf shell. While SDPF-M con-
siders only f7/2 and p3/2 on top of the sd shell, SDPF-
U-MIX and EKK include the full sd + pf shells in their
model space. To reduce the dimension of Hamiltonian
reasonably, the calculations with SDPF-M are performed
using the Monte Carlo Shell Model without restrictions
on the amount of particle-hole excitations across N = 20
[56]. In contrast, in SDPF-U-MIX and EKK the Hamil-
tonians are truncated up to 4p4h excitations between the
two major shells. All the theoretical g factors are calcu-
lated using free nucleon g factors, which are adopted from
previous shell-model calculations studying the g factors
of neutron-rich Al isotopes [21, 39]. The results are listed
in Table II. As shown in the table, both SDPF-M and
SDPF-U-MIX well reproduce the g factors of 32,34mAl.
The small discrepancy of ∼6% in 32Al is understood as a
consequence of overestimating the proton πd3/2 compo-
nent in the calculated wave function [39]. Compared to
SDPF-M and SDPF-U-MIX, EKK shows a greater dis-
crepancy from the experimental data of 34mAl. This can
be understood from their different wave functions. While
in SDPF-M and SDPF-U-MIX the 1+ isomer of 34Al is
predicted to be a 1p1h intruder state (∼ 85%), in EKK
this state is dominated by 3p3h configurations (∼ 84%).
The experimental data however indicates the 3p3h com-
ponent might be overestimated in the EKK calculation.

In spite of their similar g factors, the quadrupole mo-
ment of 34mAl shows an increase in amplitude of 50%
with respect to 32Al, indicating the isomer is more col-
lective than 32Al. As shown in Table II, calculated
quadrupole moments with both SDPF-M and SDPF-U-
MIX interactions agree well with the experimental data
of 32,34mAl, nicely reproducing the increasing trend of
Qs(1+) from A = 32 to 34. The results are calculated
using proton and neutron effective charges (eπ, eν) =
(1.1e, 0.5e) which have been suggested based on the sys-
tematic study of quadrupole moment in the proton sd-
shell nuclei [38]. In SDPF-M, an examination on the
proton and neutron matrix elements reveals that the
increase from Qs(32Al) to Qs(34mAl) is mainly due to
the neutrons occupying the f7/2 orbit above N = 20.
Since a neutron pair with J = 0 does not contribute
to quadrupole moment, it suggests a sizeable component
with (νf2

7/2)J≥2 mixed in the isomeric state. This can

also explain the variation of g factor between 34mAl and
32Al. However, quadrupole moment appears to be much
more sensitive than the g factor to the mixing of this com-
ponent. It is noticed that the EKK calculation overpre-
dicts Qs(34mAl) by more than 30%. Since the quadrupole
moment is very sensitive to correlations, this result is
consistent with the conclusion that the particle-hole exci-
tation is overestimated in the EKK’s wave functions.

Dominant		π(d5/2)
–1⨂ ν (d3/2)

–1(f7/2)
2

configuration	as	in	32Al

but	larger	Qs

→	extra	correlation	and	deformation

4

TABLE I: Experimental results of this work. The g factors are extracted with the static field B0 = 1501(5)sys gauss. The
quadrupole moments are obtained using the 27Al data in the α-Al2O3 crystal as a reference. The half life of 34mAl is taken
from Ref. [43]. The literature values of the g factor and Qs of 32Al are from Refs. [39] and [37], respectively. See text for more
information.

g factor Qs (mb)

N Iπ T1/2 νL (kHz) This work Lit. νQ (kHz) This work Lit.
32Al 19 1+ 33.0 ms 2240.5(7) 1.958(1)(7)sys 1.9516(22) 418(4) 25.5(3) 24(2)

34mAl 21 1+ 26 ms 2010±15 1.756±0.014 627(83) 38(5)
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FIG. 2: The β-decay asymmetry A in the α-Al2O3 crystal
as a function of ∆ (kHz) for 32Al (top) and 34mAl (bottom).
The applied rf frequencies are ν±

RF = νL ± ∆, in which the
Larmor frequencies are 2240 and 2020 kHz for 32Al and 34Al
respectively. The orientation of polarization is different be-
tween the two isotopes due to the different producation me-
chanics. The sizes of horizontal error bars correspond to the
amplitudes of frequency modulation, which are 45 kHz for
both 32Al and 34Al. Both spectra are fitted by a Lorentzian
lineshape shown as the red curve. The baseline and its varia-
tion (determined from the points off resonance) of the 34mAl
spectrum are drawn as a reference.

and 2700 kHz were measured to determine the averaged
baseline. The spectrum as such obtained is plotted in
Fig. 1 (bottom). In this case, the deviation is more than
3.5σ, with which the probability that this is a statistical
deviation is less than 1 in 2149.
In the β-NQR measurement of 34mAl, the asymmetry

parameter A was scanned as a function of ∆ with fre-
quency modulation 45 kHz and step size 60 kHz. The

spectrum is plotted in Fig. 2 (bottom), together with
that of 32Al (top) measured under the same experimental
conditions. The Larmor frequencies fixed in the β-NQR
scans of 32Al and 34mAl are 2240 and 2020 kHz respec-
tively. Although for 34mAl there could be a difference be-
tween the applied and the real Larmor frequency (within
our quoted uncertainty), it has been demonstrated pre-
viously [52] and verified with 32Al in this work, that this
would not bias the extracted νQ, as it would make the
resonance slightly broader but would not alter the cen-
tral frequency of ∆. A Lorentzian function is employed
to fit the NQR resonance to extract νQ from each mea-
surement. For 32Al, a weighted mean value of four runs
with different modulation and step size gives νQ = 418(4)
kHz. To fit the spectrum of 34mAl, the linewidth of the
resonance is fixed to the value determined from 32Al, as
the same modulation and rf power where used. Follow-
ing this analysis, νQ = 627(83) kHz is obtained for 34mAl.
From the definition of νQ, one finds

νQ(AAl)

|Qs(AAl)|
=

eVzz

h
(3)

to be constant for various mass numbers A in the same
crystal (because of the same Vzz). Using 27Al as a refer-
ence, of which Qs = +146.6(10) mb and νQ = 2403.1(2)
kHz has been measured in α-Al2O3 at room temperature
[50, 51], quadrupole moments of 25.5(3) and 38(5) mb
are extracted for 32Al and 34mAl respectively. The Qs of
32Al from this work is well consistent with the literature
value reported by Ref. [37], but the precision is improved
by one order of magnitude higher.

IV. DISCUSSION

Since 34Al is located at the boundary of the island of
inversion, strong competitions between the normal and
intruder configurations are anticipated in the ground and
low-lying states. According to its g factor, the 4− ground
state is suggested to be an admixture of the normal
(0p0h) and intruder (2p2h) configurations [21]. In con-
trast, the 1+ isomer is supposed to be a 1p1h intruder
state, in which one neutron is excited across N = 20
to the upper pf shell, while leaving a hole in the lower
sd shell [43]. A schematic drawing of this configura-
tion, π(d5/2)

−1⊗ν(d3/2)
−1(f7/2)

2, is illustrated in Fig. 3
(right), in comparison with the leading configuration of
the 32Al ground state (left). Since the nuclear g fac-
tor (related to the magnetic moment µ = gIµN) is very
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Figure 5.12: γ-ray spectrum in coincidence with protons from the d (30Mg, p) 31Mg
reaction. Highlighted are the two γ-lines at 171.0 keV and 221.1 keV
(orange) that depopulate the state at 221.1 keV. The background cuts
are indicated in green, with two of them touching at 195 keV. The line at
50.1 keV is visible as well, but due to the long lifetime of the 50.1 keV state
(16(3)ns) the statistics are too low to produce an angular distribution in
coincidence with it.

[Loh74] [Per76] [Boj88] fitted

real
V [MeV] 99.6263 87.5657 85.5791 87.5657
rV [fm] 1.05 1.15 1.18 0.68(3)
aV [fm] 0.86 0.81 0.7448 1.05(3)

imag.
W [MeV] 22.5792 15.6635 11.0315 15.6635
rW [fm] 1.43 1.34 1.27 1.156(12)
aW [fm] 0.6255 0.68 0.8333 0.68

luminosity [mb−1] 358(2) 415(2) 381(2) 529(12)

Table 5.5: Global ([Loh74], [Per76] and [Boj88]) and fitted optical model parameters
for the d (30Mg, d) 30Mg reaction.

[Per76] [Kon03] fitted

real
V [MeV] 58.2071 60.6074 58.2071
rV [fm] 1.25 1.1734 1.167(3)
aV [fm] 0.65 0.6733 0.675(10)

imag.
W [MeV] 13.5 7.0041 13.5
rW [fm] 1.25 1.2932 1.04(7)
aW [fm] 0.47 0.5396 0.47

luminosity [mb−1] 39.9(3) 38.0(3) 42.0(5)

Table 5.6: Global ([Per76] and [Kon03]) and fitted optical model parameters for the
p (30Mg, p) 30Mg reaction.
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Figure 5.14: Angular distribution of protons from the population of the 221 keV state in
31Mg. Each panel shows the same data set, scaled with the respective
luminosities determined from the d (30Mg, d) 30Mg data. The data is
compared to ∆L = 0 (orange), ∆L = 1 (green), ∆L = 2 (blue), and ∆L =
3 (yellow) DWBA calculations for the global parameter sets taken from
[Per76] (a), [Kon03] and [Loh74] (b), [Kon03] and [Boj88] (c), and fitted
parameters (d). For all optical parameter sets the ∆L = 1 calculation
shows the best agreement with the observed angular distribution of the
221 keV state in 31Mg.
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Figure 5.11: Par-
tial level scheme of
31Mg, highlighted are
the level at 221 keV
(green) and its γ-rays
(orange). The life-
times of the states
are given on the right
[NND].

determined release time is (λf (30Mg) · ln 2)−1 = 132.5(13)ms, while the half-life of
30Mg (335(17)ms) folded with the release time of stable magnesium (190ms) [Kös03]
gives 121(2)ms, which is a good agreement considering the different conditions
during the measurements.

The analysis of the release curve was done not just for particles with energies
above 9MeV but also for all identified protons or deuterons. Since all 30Mg is released
within the first 1.2 s after the proton pulse hits the ISOLDE target, all further analysis
could be restricted to events in the first 1.2 s, reducing the background from 30Al.
The different percentages of 30Al, determined by the analysis of the release curves
and their average value, are compared in figure 5.10 with the results from the Bragg
chamber, giving a beam contamination of 10.8(10)%.

5.2.2 Levels and γ-rays

The partial level scheme of 31Mg is shown in figure 5.11. The spectrum of the Doppler
corrected γ-rays in coincidence with protons (figure 5.12) shows mainly the 171 keV
and 221 keV de-excitations of the 221 keV state. Even though for each 171 keV γ-ray a
coincident 50 keV γ-ray is emitted (internal conversion is neglectable), the number of
detected 50 keV γ-rays is much smaller than the number of detected 171 keV γ-rays.
This is mostly due to the long lifetime of the 50 keV state, during 16 ns a particle at
5% speed of light travels about 24 cm so that the de-excitation of the 31Mg occurs
outside the MINIBALL array.

5.2.3 Elastic Scattering Data

The deuterons are not only scattered by the 30Mg but also by the 10.8(10)% 30Al
in the beam (the 30Na and 30Si contributions are negligible). Therefore the DWBA
calculations with global parameter sets were done for both 30Mg and 30Al, scaled with
their respective contribution to the beam composition. The sum of the two resulting
angular distributions is then scaled to the data as shown in figure 5.13a.

As for the 22Ne, the resulting calculated angular distributions have a different
shape than the observed data and the luminosities determined differ by about 10%.
Therefore the optical potentials were fitted to the elastic scattering data as it was
done for the d (22Ne, d) 22Ne and p (22Ne, p) 22Ne (only rV , aV , and aW ). Since the
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Figure 5.11: Par-
tial level scheme of
31Mg, highlighted are
the level at 221 keV
(green) and its γ-rays
(orange). The life-
times of the states
are given on the right
[NND].

determined release time is (λf (30Mg) · ln 2)−1 = 132.5(13)ms, while the half-life of
30Mg (335(17)ms) folded with the release time of stable magnesium (190ms) [Kös03]
gives 121(2)ms, which is a good agreement considering the different conditions
during the measurements.

The analysis of the release curve was done not just for particles with energies
above 9MeV but also for all identified protons or deuterons. Since all 30Mg is released
within the first 1.2 s after the proton pulse hits the ISOLDE target, all further analysis
could be restricted to events in the first 1.2 s, reducing the background from 30Al.
The different percentages of 30Al, determined by the analysis of the release curves
and their average value, are compared in figure 5.10 with the results from the Bragg
chamber, giving a beam contamination of 10.8(10)%.

5.2.2 Levels and γ-rays

The partial level scheme of 31Mg is shown in figure 5.11. The spectrum of the Doppler
corrected γ-rays in coincidence with protons (figure 5.12) shows mainly the 171 keV
and 221 keV de-excitations of the 221 keV state. Even though for each 171 keV γ-ray a
coincident 50 keV γ-ray is emitted (internal conversion is neglectable), the number of
detected 50 keV γ-rays is much smaller than the number of detected 171 keV γ-rays.
This is mostly due to the long lifetime of the 50 keV state, during 16 ns a particle at
5% speed of light travels about 24 cm so that the de-excitation of the 31Mg occurs
outside the MINIBALL array.

5.2.3 Elastic Scattering Data

The deuterons are not only scattered by the 30Mg but also by the 10.8(10)% 30Al
in the beam (the 30Na and 30Si contributions are negligible). Therefore the DWBA
calculations with global parameter sets were done for both 30Mg and 30Al, scaled with
their respective contribution to the beam composition. The sum of the two resulting
angular distributions is then scaled to the data as shown in figure 5.13a.

As for the 22Ne, the resulting calculated angular distributions have a different
shape than the observed data and the luminosities determined differ by about 10%.
Therefore the optical potentials were fitted to the elastic scattering data as it was
done for the d (22Ne, d) 22Ne and p (22Ne, p) 22Ne (only rV , aV , and aW ). Since the

Gate	221-keV		ΔL	=	1	→	neutron	in	the	p3/2
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Figure 5.15: a) shows the angular distribution of all transfer protons, fitted with the
sum of ∆L = 0, ∆L = 1, and ∆L = 2 DWBA calculations. b) shows the
angular distribution of all transfer protons, fitted with the sum of ∆L = 0
and ∆L = 2 DWBA calculations and a fixed ∆L = 1 contribution.

The resulting fits and the contribution from the different DWBA calculations is
shown for the example of the fitted parameters in figure 5.15. The resulting transfer
cross section scaling factors and their ratios differ quite a lot for the different optical
model parameter sets, but for all four parameter sets and for all three fits the factor of
the 221 keV state is about a factor two to four smaller than those for the ground and
first excited state. The factor for the ground state seems to be slightly smaller than
the factor of the 50 keV state (except for the [Kon03] & [Loh74] parameter set).

5.2.6 Discussion

Figure 5.16 shows the Nilsson diagram for 31Mg [Ham07] with the positive parity
levels shown as solid lines and the intruding negative parity levels as dashed or dash-
dotted lines. For prolate deformations around β = 0.5 the ground state configuration
of 31Mg has two neutrons in the Kπ[NnzΛ] = 1/2−[330] level (which belongs to the
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Figure 5.11: Par-
tial level scheme of
31Mg, highlighted are
the level at 221 keV
(green) and its γ-rays
(orange). The life-
times of the states
are given on the right
[NND].

determined release time is (λf (30Mg) · ln 2)−1 = 132.5(13)ms, while the half-life of
30Mg (335(17)ms) folded with the release time of stable magnesium (190ms) [Kös03]
gives 121(2)ms, which is a good agreement considering the different conditions
during the measurements.

The analysis of the release curve was done not just for particles with energies
above 9MeV but also for all identified protons or deuterons. Since all 30Mg is released
within the first 1.2 s after the proton pulse hits the ISOLDE target, all further analysis
could be restricted to events in the first 1.2 s, reducing the background from 30Al.
The different percentages of 30Al, determined by the analysis of the release curves
and their average value, are compared in figure 5.10 with the results from the Bragg
chamber, giving a beam contamination of 10.8(10)%.

5.2.2 Levels and γ-rays

The partial level scheme of 31Mg is shown in figure 5.11. The spectrum of the Doppler
corrected γ-rays in coincidence with protons (figure 5.12) shows mainly the 171 keV
and 221 keV de-excitations of the 221 keV state. Even though for each 171 keV γ-ray a
coincident 50 keV γ-ray is emitted (internal conversion is neglectable), the number of
detected 50 keV γ-rays is much smaller than the number of detected 171 keV γ-rays.
This is mostly due to the long lifetime of the 50 keV state, during 16 ns a particle at
5% speed of light travels about 24 cm so that the de-excitation of the 31Mg occurs
outside the MINIBALL array.

5.2.3 Elastic Scattering Data

The deuterons are not only scattered by the 30Mg but also by the 10.8(10)% 30Al
in the beam (the 30Na and 30Si contributions are negligible). Therefore the DWBA
calculations with global parameter sets were done for both 30Mg and 30Al, scaled with
their respective contribution to the beam composition. The sum of the two resulting
angular distributions is then scaled to the data as shown in figure 5.13a.

As for the 22Ne, the resulting calculated angular distributions have a different
shape than the observed data and the luminosities determined differ by about 10%.
Therefore the optical potentials were fitted to the elastic scattering data as it was
done for the d (22Ne, d) 22Ne and p (22Ne, p) 22Ne (only rV , aV , and aW ). Since the
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Figure 5.11: Par-
tial level scheme of
31Mg, highlighted are
the level at 221 keV
(green) and its γ-rays
(orange). The life-
times of the states
are given on the right
[NND].

determined release time is (λf (30Mg) · ln 2)−1 = 132.5(13)ms, while the half-life of
30Mg (335(17)ms) folded with the release time of stable magnesium (190ms) [Kös03]
gives 121(2)ms, which is a good agreement considering the different conditions
during the measurements.

The analysis of the release curve was done not just for particles with energies
above 9MeV but also for all identified protons or deuterons. Since all 30Mg is released
within the first 1.2 s after the proton pulse hits the ISOLDE target, all further analysis
could be restricted to events in the first 1.2 s, reducing the background from 30Al.
The different percentages of 30Al, determined by the analysis of the release curves
and their average value, are compared in figure 5.10 with the results from the Bragg
chamber, giving a beam contamination of 10.8(10)%.

5.2.2 Levels and γ-rays

The partial level scheme of 31Mg is shown in figure 5.11. The spectrum of the Doppler
corrected γ-rays in coincidence with protons (figure 5.12) shows mainly the 171 keV
and 221 keV de-excitations of the 221 keV state. Even though for each 171 keV γ-ray a
coincident 50 keV γ-ray is emitted (internal conversion is neglectable), the number of
detected 50 keV γ-rays is much smaller than the number of detected 171 keV γ-rays.
This is mostly due to the long lifetime of the 50 keV state, during 16 ns a particle at
5% speed of light travels about 24 cm so that the de-excitation of the 31Mg occurs
outside the MINIBALL array.

5.2.3 Elastic Scattering Data

The deuterons are not only scattered by the 30Mg but also by the 10.8(10)% 30Al
in the beam (the 30Na and 30Si contributions are negligible). Therefore the DWBA
calculations with global parameter sets were done for both 30Mg and 30Al, scaled with
their respective contribution to the beam composition. The sum of the two resulting
angular distributions is then scaled to the data as shown in figure 5.13a.

As for the 22Ne, the resulting calculated angular distributions have a different
shape than the observed data and the luminosities determined differ by about 10%.
Therefore the optical potentials were fitted to the elastic scattering data as it was
done for the d (22Ne, d) 22Ne and p (22Ne, p) 22Ne (only rV , aV , and aW ). Since the

All	protons
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[Kon03] [Kon03] & fitted
[Per76] & [Loh74] [Boj88] parameters

a) free fit of all transfer protons
S∆L=0 0.111(9) 0.27(2) 0.144(10) 0.312(18)
S∆L=1 0.084(4) 0.096(10) 0.087(5) 0.046(16)
S∆L=2 0.124(14) 0.21(2) 0.142(17) 0.32(2)
S∆L=1/S∆L=0 0.76(2) 0.36(5) 0.60(5) 0.15(5)
S∆L=1/S∆L=2 0.68(8) 0.46(6) 0.61(8) 0.14(5)
S∆L=2/S∆L=0 1.12(16) 0.78(9) 0.99(14) 1.00(8)

b) fit of all transfer protons with S∆L=1 fixed
S∆L=0 0.160(8) 0.326(15) 0.206(8) 0.272(7)
S∆L=1 (fixed) 0.0401 0.066 0.0411 0.084
S∆L=2 0.234(9) 0.25(2) 0.279(10) 0.274(13)
S∆L=1/S∆L=0 0.251(13) 0.202(9) 0.200(8) 0.309(8)
S∆L=1/S∆L=2 0.171(7) 0.26(2) 0.147(5) 0.307(15)
S∆L=2/S∆L=0 1.46(9) 0.77(7) 1.35(7) 1.01(5)

Table 5.8: Cross section scaling factors of the ground, 50 keV and 221 keV states for
the three global parameter sets and the fitted parameters. a) shows the
cross section scaling factors that were obtained by fitting the sum ∆L = 0,
∆L = 1, and ∆L = 2 DWBA to the angular distribution of all protons from
transfer reactions. b) shows the results from fixing the ∆L = 1 contribution
with the cross scaling factor determined in subsection 5.2.4.

For all parameter sets the ∆L = 1 angular distribution (2p3/2− configuration)
describes the observed data best, only for the global parameter set from [Kon03]
& [Loh74], and the fitted parameters is the calculation for ∆L = 0 as good as the
∆L = 1 calculation.

A 2s1/2+ configuration is however excluded by a proton knockout experiment
[Mil09], which determined the spin of this state to be J = 3/2.

5.2.5 Ground State and 50.5keV State

Even though it is not possible to resolve the ground state (which emits no γ-rays) and
the 50 keV state (which de-excites outside of MINIBALL) of 31Mg in this experiment,
it is possible to gain some information about them.

The angular distribution of all transfer protons should contain the contributions
from the 2s1/2+ ground state, the (potential 1d3/2+) state at 50 keV, and the (known)
contribution from the 2p3/2− state at 221 keV (see subsection 5.2.4). It contains
also some small contribution from higher lying states. The angular distribution of
all transfer protons was produced from the identified protons that are inside the
excitation energy cut for protons from transfer reactions (see chapter 4), to reduce
any background from fusion or compound reactions.

By fitting the sum of ∆L = 0 (ground state), ∆L = 2 (50 keV state), and ∆L = 1
(221 keV state) DWBA calculations to said angular distribution the cross section
scaling factors for the three contributions can be determined (see table 5.8). Fixing
the ∆L = 1 contribution to the value determined by the fit of the angular distribution
of protons in coincidence with γ-rays from the 221 keV state yields different values
for the other two ∆L values without changing the goodness of the fit.
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Figure 5.16: Nilsson diagram for 31Mg, taken from [Ham07]. Orbitals are denoted by
[NnzΛ K]. Highlighted are the orbitals of the valence neutron (or the
hole in the 32Mg core) for the ground state (orange), the 50 keV state
(blue), and the 221 keV state (green).

Figure 5.17: Cal-
culated potential en-
ergy surface for 30Mg
[Rod08]. The black
lines show the en-
ergy surface for parti-
cle number projected
(dashed) and angu-
lar momentum pro-
jected (solid) calcula-
tions. The blue line
shows the probabil-
ity density for finding
a configuration with a
given deformation β
in the ground state.

T.	Rodriguez	and	J.	Egido,

priv comm (2008)
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Two-neutron	transfer	to	32Mg

Looking	for	the	second,	spherical	0+ in	32Mg:
30Mg(t,p)32Mg
● 30Mg	beam	at	REX-ISOLDE,	1.8	MeV/nucleon

(below	fusion	barrier	for	Ti)

● Tritium-implanted	Ti foil	(t:	40	μg/cm2)

● T-REX	charged-particle	detector

● Miniball !-ray	array
1788	keV

K	Wimmer et	al.,	PRL	105	(2010)	252501
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Two-neutron	transfer	to	32Mg
30Mg(t,p)32Mg
Two	states	identified,	well	separated
(despite	poor	resolution)

Particle identification

elastic scattered tritons and protons

protons from transfer reactions

particle identification:

forward direction strip by strip DE�E

backward direction protons are stopped in
DE detector

elastic scattered protons are stopped in the DE
detector
Forward direction:

Kathrin Wimmer ARIS conference 2011

K	Wimmer et	al.,	PRL	105	(2010)	252501
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Two-neutron	transfer	to	32Mg
30Mg(t,p)32Mg

● Angular	distributions:	"=0

K	Wimmer et	al.,	PRL	105	(2010)	252501
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Around	N=20 Transfer	Mg Transfer	Ni Transfer	Pb Summary

Two-neutron	transfer	to	32Mg
30Mg(t,p)32Mg

● Angular	distributions:	"=0
● !-ray	coincidences	with	excited	state:

no	2+ (18	cts expected	from	2+ at	886	keV)

K	Wimmer et	al.,	PRL	105	(2010)	252501

g decay of the excited state

cut on excited state coincident g spectrum

two lines 172 and 886 keV:
cascade from a level at 1058 keV

assuming prompt decay:
18(3) counts expected for the 886 keV transition

2+ state not directly populated

Eexc = 1083(33) keV

large E0? Significant contributions only for unphysical values of r2(E0) > 10

long lifetime, decays behind MINIBALL
estimate based on GEANT4 simulation t > 10 ns

Kathrin Wimmer ARIS conference 2011

Few	counts:

# >	10	ns
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Configuration of the excited state

excited 0+ state:

by adding a small (2p3/2)2 amplitude the data can be reproduced

(2p3/2)2 amplitude with a = 0.30(4)

such a small (2p3/2)2 contribution was also observed for the ground state of 30Mg
J. R. Terry et al., Phys. Rev. C 77 014316

this may indicate a larger shape mixing than in 30Mg

Kathrin Wimmer ARIS conference 2011

Two-neutron	transfer	to	32Mg

Ground state configuration

Ground state:
Sum of (2p3/2)2 and (1f7/2)2 needed
a · (2p3/2)2 +b · (1f7/2)2 with a� 0.7 and b <

p
1�a2

a2 � 0.5 is the weight of the (2p3/2)2 configuration in the ground state
wave-function
SDPF-M calculation underestimates the (p3/2)2 contribution
in agreement with knock-out data

J. R. Terry et al., Phys. Rev. C 77 014316, R. Kanungo et al., Phys. Lett. B 685 253

Kathrin Wimmer ARIS conference 2011

Configuration of the excited state

excited 0+ state:

by adding a small (2p3/2)2 amplitude the data can be reproduced

(2p3/2)2 amplitude with a = 0.30(4)

such a small (2p3/2)2 contribution was also observed for the ground state of 30Mg
J. R. Terry et al., Phys. Rev. C 77 014316

this may indicate a larger shape mixing than in 30Mg

Kathrin Wimmer ARIS conference 2011

≈(1d3/2)2

≈(1d3/2)2

0+ gs

0+2

: a ≥ 0.5

K	Wimmer et	al.,	PRL	105	(2010)	252501

30Mg(t,p)32Mg

“naïve”	2-level	no-mixing	does	not	work

(p3/2)
2 component	both	in	the	gs

and	excited	state

a≈0.30
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Transfer	reactions	towards	68Ni:	66Ni(d,p) J.	Diriken et	al,	PLB	736	(2014)	533PRC	91	(2015)	054321

66Ni(d,p)	2.85	MeV/nucleon
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Transfer	reactions	towards	68Ni:	66Ni(d,p) J.	Diriken et	al,	PLB	736	(2014)	533PRC	91	(2015)	054321536 J. Diriken et al. / Physics Letters B 736 (2014) 533–538

Fig. 5. Distribution of single-particle strength in 67Ni as deduced from the present 
study (top) are compared to shell-model calculations (middle) and the strength de-
duced from the 88Sr(3He, d)89Y reaction [35] (bottom). Relative SF with respect to 
9/2+

1 are shown. States that could not be characterized in 67Ni have a double label 
(1/2+ and 5/2+).

to the 1/2− ground state further supports this 5/2+ spin assign-
ment.

Similar arguments hold for the 3277-keV state (Fig. 4.D), where 
the proton angular distribution is best described by ℓ = 2 transfer. 
The combination with the specific γ -decay pattern leads again to 
a 5/2+ assignment.

As θCM angles close to 0◦ are not covered, ℓ = 0 states cannot 
be identified unambiguously. The angular distribution for the state 
at 3621 keV only excludes ℓ ≥ 3. From the γ -decay pattern a low-
spin assignment is preferred due to the strong branch to the 1/2−

ground state and 3/2− 1724-keV state. A 1/2+ spin assignment is 
perhaps favoured considering the strength observed for the corre-
sponding transfer reactions in lighter Ni isotopes [33,34], and the 
fact that a 1/2− assignment would correspond to an unphysically 
large relative spectroscopic factor of 1.9(5).

The other observed states were weakly populated and no infor-
mation on the spin could be extracted. Based on the observations 
in the lighter nickel isotopes [33,34] we assume that feeding to 
states above 3277 keV is of ℓ = 0 or 2 character.

With the exception of the 1/2− ground state that receives simi-
lar strength as the 9/2+ state (see Fig. 5), the relative spectroscopic 
factors of the negative-parity p3/2 and f5/2 neutron orbitals are 
further reduced, a trend which is observed in the lighter Ni nu-
clei when going heavier [36]. Concerning the positive-parity states, 
however, one notices that half of the νd5/2 strength (relative to 
the νg9/2 strength) is divided over the first two 5/2+ states at 
2207 keV and 3277 keV. A similar phenomenon is observed in the 
lighter nickel isotopes albeit with lower strength: 31%, 27%, 23% 
and 34% in 59,61,63,65Ni respectively [33,34]. The difference between 
the weighted average energy (by using the Rel SF’s as individual 
weights) of the 5/2+ relative to the 9/2+ levels in 59–65Ni has 
a rather constant value around 2.6 MeV. The same value is ob-
tained for 67Ni assuming that all levels not characterized by spin 
above 3 MeV are ℓ = 2 transfer. As the influence of the N = 40
shell gap swiftly disappears when moving towards lower Z val-
ues, one expects a strong influence of quadrupole correlations in 
the (s)dg orbitals as observed through the enhanced collectivity in 
the Fe and Cr nuclei at N = 40 [13,37,38]. The weighted average 
of the energy of the νs1/2 configuration follows closely the one of 
the νd5/2 orbital. However, the 1/2+ assignment to the 3621-keV 

state, favoured by our data, would lead to a different distribution 
of the strength in 67Ni with respect to the lighter isotopes. State-
of-the-art shell model calculations for this region [13,15] include 
at most the d5/2 orbital above N = 50 but not the s1/2 orbital. 
An interpretation of this strength distribution in terms of the shell 
model is thus still out of reach.

Recently, the low-energy structure of 68Ni and 90Zr has been 
compared in order to evaluate the effect of the Z , N = 40 sub-
shell closure in these singly-closed nuclei [39]. It was concluded 
there that neutron pair scattering across N = 40 around 68Ni is far 
more important than proton pair scattering across Z = 40 around 
90Zr. Similarly, it is now possible to compare 67Ni, a neutron hole 
coupled to 68Ni, with 89Y, a proton hole coupled to 90Zr. This can 
be seen in Fig. 5 where our one-neutron transfer data is plotted 
against the one-proton transfer data from 88Sr(3He, d)89Y [35]. De-
spite the agreement for the 1/2− , 3/2− , and 9/2+ states below 
2 MeV, the structure of the positive-parity (s)d-states is very dif-
ferent as the ℓ = 0, 2 strength resides at higher energy in 89Y. 
A low-lying 5/2+ state at 2222 keV in 89Y has been identified [40]
but it is only very weakly observed in the available (3He, d) data 
[35]. This comparison indicates a much more pronounced Z = 50
gap in 90Zr compared to the N = 50 gap near 68Ni and stresses 
the difference in the structure of these singly-closed shell nuclei 
in spite of their similar excitation spectrum.

The experimental findings have also been compared with shell 
model calculations, in a valence space composed of the pf shell 
for protons and p3/2, f5/2, p1/2 in addition to the g9/2 and d5/2 or-
bitals for neutrons. The Hamiltonian is the LNPS from Refs. [13,41]
with minor revisions [42]. The calculated theoretical spectroscopic 
strength functions for the valence neutron orbitals are shown in 
the middle part of Fig. 5. As reflected in the experimental situ-
ation, the calculated distributions appear to depend strongly on 
the involved orbital. The low-lying profiles corresponding to the 
p1/2, f5/2 and g9/2 are essentially concentrated in the single low-
est peak revealing the single-particle character of these states. The 
spectroscopic amplitude corresponding to the f5/2 orbital is indeed 
small since this orbital is already partially filled for neutron num-
ber N = 38, 39. On the other hand, the profile corresponding to the 
d5/2 orbital appears to be much more fragmented in agreement 
with the experimental findings. The actual value of the effective 
single-particle energy gap in 68Ni from the Hamiltonian [42] at 
N = 40 is in agreement with the one extracted experimentally and 
the one extracted in the recent d(68Ni, p)69Ni reaction study [43], 
although the calculated strengths appear to be shifted to higher 
energies by 1 MeV. The missing correlation mechanism to lower 
these strengths is still not identified and further theoretical in-
vestigations need to be implemented in order to understand this 
trend. The N = 38–40 region appear to be a place where single 
particle behavior coexists with very complex regimes and where 
highly correlated intruders are present in the low-lying spectrum 
as in 67Co [41,44].

In conclusion, the 66Ni(d, p)67Ni one-neutron transfer reaction 
has been studied for the first time by using a post-accelerated 
RIB to investigate positive-parity states beyond the N = 40 and 50
gaps close to 68Ni. The combination of efficient particle and γ -ray 
detection arrays formed a key ingredient for this experiment. Com-
pared to the νg9/2 strength, more than 50% of the νd5/2 strength 
is concentrated in two relatively low-lying states while the rela-
tive νs1/2 strength appears to be situated in one state only. The 
weighted average of the energy of the νd5/2 configuration relative 
to the g9/2 configuration is similar to recent shell-model calcu-
lations. The position of the g–d strengths, somewhat lower than 
predicted by calculations, should allow enhanced quadrupole col-
lectivity from the g9/2–ds neutron orbitals to play a key role in 
the heavy chromium isotopes around N = 40. It will be important 
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(1/2+ and 5/2+).

to the 1/2− ground state further supports this 5/2+ spin assign-
ment.

Similar arguments hold for the 3277-keV state (Fig. 4.D), where 
the proton angular distribution is best described by ℓ = 2 transfer. 
The combination with the specific γ -decay pattern leads again to 
a 5/2+ assignment.

As θCM angles close to 0◦ are not covered, ℓ = 0 states cannot 
be identified unambiguously. The angular distribution for the state 
at 3621 keV only excludes ℓ ≥ 3. From the γ -decay pattern a low-
spin assignment is preferred due to the strong branch to the 1/2−

ground state and 3/2− 1724-keV state. A 1/2+ spin assignment is 
perhaps favoured considering the strength observed for the corre-
sponding transfer reactions in lighter Ni isotopes [33,34], and the 
fact that a 1/2− assignment would correspond to an unphysically 
large relative spectroscopic factor of 1.9(5).

The other observed states were weakly populated and no infor-
mation on the spin could be extracted. Based on the observations 
in the lighter nickel isotopes [33,34] we assume that feeding to 
states above 3277 keV is of ℓ = 0 or 2 character.

With the exception of the 1/2− ground state that receives simi-
lar strength as the 9/2+ state (see Fig. 5), the relative spectroscopic 
factors of the negative-parity p3/2 and f5/2 neutron orbitals are 
further reduced, a trend which is observed in the lighter Ni nu-
clei when going heavier [36]. Concerning the positive-parity states, 
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the νg9/2 strength) is divided over the first two 5/2+ states at 
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weights) of the 5/2+ relative to the 9/2+ levels in 59–65Ni has 
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tained for 67Ni assuming that all levels not characterized by spin 
above 3 MeV are ℓ = 2 transfer. As the influence of the N = 40
shell gap swiftly disappears when moving towards lower Z val-
ues, one expects a strong influence of quadrupole correlations in 
the (s)dg orbitals as observed through the enhanced collectivity in 
the Fe and Cr nuclei at N = 40 [13,37,38]. The weighted average 
of the energy of the νs1/2 configuration follows closely the one of 
the νd5/2 orbital. However, the 1/2+ assignment to the 3621-keV 

state, favoured by our data, would lead to a different distribution 
of the strength in 67Ni with respect to the lighter isotopes. State-
of-the-art shell model calculations for this region [13,15] include 
at most the d5/2 orbital above N = 50 but not the s1/2 orbital. 
An interpretation of this strength distribution in terms of the shell 
model is thus still out of reach.

Recently, the low-energy structure of 68Ni and 90Zr has been 
compared in order to evaluate the effect of the Z , N = 40 sub-
shell closure in these singly-closed nuclei [39]. It was concluded 
there that neutron pair scattering across N = 40 around 68Ni is far 
more important than proton pair scattering across Z = 40 around 
90Zr. Similarly, it is now possible to compare 67Ni, a neutron hole 
coupled to 68Ni, with 89Y, a proton hole coupled to 90Zr. This can 
be seen in Fig. 5 where our one-neutron transfer data is plotted 
against the one-proton transfer data from 88Sr(3He, d)89Y [35]. De-
spite the agreement for the 1/2− , 3/2− , and 9/2+ states below 
2 MeV, the structure of the positive-parity (s)d-states is very dif-
ferent as the ℓ = 0, 2 strength resides at higher energy in 89Y. 
A low-lying 5/2+ state at 2222 keV in 89Y has been identified [40]
but it is only very weakly observed in the available (3He, d) data 
[35]. This comparison indicates a much more pronounced Z = 50
gap in 90Zr compared to the N = 50 gap near 68Ni and stresses 
the difference in the structure of these singly-closed shell nuclei 
in spite of their similar excitation spectrum.

The experimental findings have also been compared with shell 
model calculations, in a valence space composed of the pf shell 
for protons and p3/2, f5/2, p1/2 in addition to the g9/2 and d5/2 or-
bitals for neutrons. The Hamiltonian is the LNPS from Refs. [13,41]
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strength functions for the valence neutron orbitals are shown in 
the middle part of Fig. 5. As reflected in the experimental situ-
ation, the calculated distributions appear to depend strongly on 
the involved orbital. The low-lying profiles corresponding to the 
p1/2, f5/2 and g9/2 are essentially concentrated in the single low-
est peak revealing the single-particle character of these states. The 
spectroscopic amplitude corresponding to the f5/2 orbital is indeed 
small since this orbital is already partially filled for neutron num-
ber N = 38, 39. On the other hand, the profile corresponding to the 
d5/2 orbital appears to be much more fragmented in agreement 
with the experimental findings. The actual value of the effective 
single-particle energy gap in 68Ni from the Hamiltonian [42] at 
N = 40 is in agreement with the one extracted experimentally and 
the one extracted in the recent d(68Ni, p)69Ni reaction study [43], 
although the calculated strengths appear to be shifted to higher 
energies by 1 MeV. The missing correlation mechanism to lower 
these strengths is still not identified and further theoretical in-
vestigations need to be implemented in order to understand this 
trend. The N = 38–40 region appear to be a place where single 
particle behavior coexists with very complex regimes and where 
highly correlated intruders are present in the low-lying spectrum 
as in 67Co [41,44].

In conclusion, the 66Ni(d, p)67Ni one-neutron transfer reaction 
has been studied for the first time by using a post-accelerated 
RIB to investigate positive-parity states beyond the N = 40 and 50
gaps close to 68Ni. The combination of efficient particle and γ -ray 
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pared to the νg9/2 strength, more than 50% of the νd5/2 strength 
is concentrated in two relatively low-lying states while the rela-
tive νs1/2 strength appears to be situated in one state only. The 
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to the g9/2 configuration is similar to recent shell-model calcu-
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Similar arguments hold for the 3277-keV state (Fig. 4.D), where 
the proton angular distribution is best described by ℓ = 2 transfer. 
The combination with the specific γ -decay pattern leads again to 
a 5/2+ assignment.

As θCM angles close to 0◦ are not covered, ℓ = 0 states cannot 
be identified unambiguously. The angular distribution for the state 
at 3621 keV only excludes ℓ ≥ 3. From the γ -decay pattern a low-
spin assignment is preferred due to the strong branch to the 1/2−

ground state and 3/2− 1724-keV state. A 1/2+ spin assignment is 
perhaps favoured considering the strength observed for the corre-
sponding transfer reactions in lighter Ni isotopes [33,34], and the 
fact that a 1/2− assignment would correspond to an unphysically 
large relative spectroscopic factor of 1.9(5).

The other observed states were weakly populated and no infor-
mation on the spin could be extracted. Based on the observations 
in the lighter nickel isotopes [33,34] we assume that feeding to 
states above 3277 keV is of ℓ = 0 or 2 character.

With the exception of the 1/2− ground state that receives simi-
lar strength as the 9/2+ state (see Fig. 5), the relative spectroscopic 
factors of the negative-parity p3/2 and f5/2 neutron orbitals are 
further reduced, a trend which is observed in the lighter Ni nu-
clei when going heavier [36]. Concerning the positive-parity states, 
however, one notices that half of the νd5/2 strength (relative to 
the νg9/2 strength) is divided over the first two 5/2+ states at 
2207 keV and 3277 keV. A similar phenomenon is observed in the 
lighter nickel isotopes albeit with lower strength: 31%, 27%, 23% 
and 34% in 59,61,63,65Ni respectively [33,34]. The difference between 
the weighted average energy (by using the Rel SF’s as individual 
weights) of the 5/2+ relative to the 9/2+ levels in 59–65Ni has 
a rather constant value around 2.6 MeV. The same value is ob-
tained for 67Ni assuming that all levels not characterized by spin 
above 3 MeV are ℓ = 2 transfer. As the influence of the N = 40
shell gap swiftly disappears when moving towards lower Z val-
ues, one expects a strong influence of quadrupole correlations in 
the (s)dg orbitals as observed through the enhanced collectivity in 
the Fe and Cr nuclei at N = 40 [13,37,38]. The weighted average 
of the energy of the νs1/2 configuration follows closely the one of 
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state, favoured by our data, would lead to a different distribution 
of the strength in 67Ni with respect to the lighter isotopes. State-
of-the-art shell model calculations for this region [13,15] include 
at most the d5/2 orbital above N = 50 but not the s1/2 orbital. 
An interpretation of this strength distribution in terms of the shell 
model is thus still out of reach.

Recently, the low-energy structure of 68Ni and 90Zr has been 
compared in order to evaluate the effect of the Z , N = 40 sub-
shell closure in these singly-closed nuclei [39]. It was concluded 
there that neutron pair scattering across N = 40 around 68Ni is far 
more important than proton pair scattering across Z = 40 around 
90Zr. Similarly, it is now possible to compare 67Ni, a neutron hole 
coupled to 68Ni, with 89Y, a proton hole coupled to 90Zr. This can 
be seen in Fig. 5 where our one-neutron transfer data is plotted 
against the one-proton transfer data from 88Sr(3He, d)89Y [35]. De-
spite the agreement for the 1/2− , 3/2− , and 9/2+ states below 
2 MeV, the structure of the positive-parity (s)d-states is very dif-
ferent as the ℓ = 0, 2 strength resides at higher energy in 89Y. 
A low-lying 5/2+ state at 2222 keV in 89Y has been identified [40]
but it is only very weakly observed in the available (3He, d) data 
[35]. This comparison indicates a much more pronounced Z = 50
gap in 90Zr compared to the N = 50 gap near 68Ni and stresses 
the difference in the structure of these singly-closed shell nuclei 
in spite of their similar excitation spectrum.

The experimental findings have also been compared with shell 
model calculations, in a valence space composed of the pf shell 
for protons and p3/2, f5/2, p1/2 in addition to the g9/2 and d5/2 or-
bitals for neutrons. The Hamiltonian is the LNPS from Refs. [13,41]
with minor revisions [42]. The calculated theoretical spectroscopic 
strength functions for the valence neutron orbitals are shown in 
the middle part of Fig. 5. As reflected in the experimental situ-
ation, the calculated distributions appear to depend strongly on 
the involved orbital. The low-lying profiles corresponding to the 
p1/2, f5/2 and g9/2 are essentially concentrated in the single low-
est peak revealing the single-particle character of these states. The 
spectroscopic amplitude corresponding to the f5/2 orbital is indeed 
small since this orbital is already partially filled for neutron num-
ber N = 38, 39. On the other hand, the profile corresponding to the 
d5/2 orbital appears to be much more fragmented in agreement 
with the experimental findings. The actual value of the effective 
single-particle energy gap in 68Ni from the Hamiltonian [42] at 
N = 40 is in agreement with the one extracted experimentally and 
the one extracted in the recent d(68Ni, p)69Ni reaction study [43], 
although the calculated strengths appear to be shifted to higher 
energies by 1 MeV. The missing correlation mechanism to lower 
these strengths is still not identified and further theoretical in-
vestigations need to be implemented in order to understand this 
trend. The N = 38–40 region appear to be a place where single 
particle behavior coexists with very complex regimes and where 
highly correlated intruders are present in the low-lying spectrum 
as in 67Co [41,44].

In conclusion, the 66Ni(d, p)67Ni one-neutron transfer reaction 
has been studied for the first time by using a post-accelerated 
RIB to investigate positive-parity states beyond the N = 40 and 50
gaps close to 68Ni. The combination of efficient particle and γ -ray 
detection arrays formed a key ingredient for this experiment. Com-
pared to the νg9/2 strength, more than 50% of the νd5/2 strength 
is concentrated in two relatively low-lying states while the rela-
tive νs1/2 strength appears to be situated in one state only. The 
weighted average of the energy of the νd5/2 configuration relative 
to the g9/2 configuration is similar to recent shell-model calcu-
lations. The position of the g–d strengths, somewhat lower than 
predicted by calculations, should allow enhanced quadrupole col-
lectivity from the g9/2–ds neutron orbitals to play a key role in 
the heavy chromium isotopes around N = 40. It will be important 

● Identification	of	d5/2 (and	s1/2)	strength

● g9/2-d5/2 gap	at	≈2.5	MeV,	reproduced	by	large-scale	SM

(F.	Nowacki and	collaborators)	
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Transfer	reactions	towards	68Ni:	66Ni(t,p) J	Elseviers,	PhD Thesis,	KUL,	2014

66Ni(t,p)68Ni	at	2.6	MeV/nucleon

● Few	g’s	to	ground	state

● No	p-g-g coincidences
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Around	N=20 Transfer	Mg Transfer	Ni Transfer	Pb Summary

Transfer	reactions	towards	68Ni:	66Ni(t,p) J	Elseviers,	PhD Thesis,	KUL,	2014

66Ni(t,p)68Ni	at	2.6	MeV/nucleon

● Population	of	0+2 :		5.4(11)%	of	g.s.

● Upper	limits		(<4%)	on	population
of		0+3 and	2

+
2

68Ni
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Around	N=20 Transfer	Mg Transfer	Ni Transfer	Pb Summary

66Ni(t,p)68Ni	at	2.6	MeV/nucleon

● Two-neutron	overlap	amplitudes
from	MCSM	(T.	Otsuka)
pf+g9/2+d5/2 both	protons	and	neutrons

● Works	well	for	the	0+s
does	not	reproduce	the	2+1

Transfer	reactions	towards	68Ni:	66Ni(t,p) J	Elseviers,	PhD Thesis,	KUL,	2014
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Around	N=20 Transfer	Mg Transfer	Ni Transfer	Pb Summary

66Ni(t,p)68Ni	at	2.6	MeV/nucleon

● Two-neutron	overlap	amplitudes
from	MCSM	(T.	Otsuka)
pf+g9/2+d5/2 both	protons	and	neutrons

Transfer	reactions	towards	68Ni:	66Ni(t,p) J	Elseviers,	PhD Thesis,	KUL,	2014

Bormio 22-28/02/2016Riccardo	Raabe (KU	Leuven)

Shape	Coexistence 68Ni β-decay Transfer Outlook/Summary

Calculation	of	cross	sections PhD	of	Jytte Elseviers (KU	Leuven)

f5/2 p3/2 p1/2 g9/2

66Ni		gs 4.53 3.34 1.07 1.06
68Ni		gs 5.19 +0.66 3.59 +0.25 1.73 +0.66 1.49 +0.43
68Ni		0+2 5.01 +0.48 3.44 +0.10 1.14 +0.07 2.41 +1.35

neutron	- occupation	numbers -protons

01+

02+

21+

● Two-neutron	overlap	amplitudes
from	MCSM	(T.	Otsuka)
pf+g9/2+d5/2 both	protons	and	neutrons

3s1/2

2p1/2

ν
1f5/2

2d5/2

1g9/240

50

2p3/2

Agreement	for	0+1,2 states
0+1 state	populated	by	transfer	filling	N=40
0+2 state	populated	by	transfer	across	N=40
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Around	N=20 Transfer	Mg Transfer	Ni Transfer	Pb Summary

To	the	Pb region T	Otsuka	and	Y	Tsunoda,	JPG	43	(2016)	024009

Bormio 22-28/02/2016Riccardo	Raabe (KU	Leuven)

Shape	Coexistence 68Ni β-decay Transfer Outlook/Summary

Type-II	shell	evolution

3.2. Shell evolution due to tensor force

The tensor force has been known for a long time, and its effects were studied from many
angles. Those studies include an extraction of the tensor-force component in the empirical
nucleon–nucleon interaction by Schiffer and True [15], a derivation of microscopic effective
NN interaction (i.e., the so-called ‘G-matrix interaction’) including second-order effects of the
tensor force by Kuo and Brown [16], calculations of magnetic moments also including
second-order tensor-force contributions by Arima and his collaborators [17] and by Towner
[18], and so-called TOSM calculations of halo nuclei [19].

The robust, systematic and first-order effects of the tensor force on the shell structure
have, however, been discussed since 2005 [7]. We present the basic properties of the
monopole interaction of the tensor force, by using an illustrative example. Figure 1(a) shows
proton orbits and a neutron orbit. The proton orbits are spin-orbit partners

j l j l1 2, 1 2 5( )= + = -> <

where l denotes the orbital angular momentum, and 1/2 represents the spin. As shown in [7]
with an intuitive picture, the coupling between j< and j ¢> orbits is attractive for the tensor
force. On the other hand, the coupling between j> and j ¢> is repulsive as well as the coupling
between j< and j ¢<. (For a more elaborate intuitive explanation, see [20].) In figure 1(a), a
neutron j ¢> orbit is shown on top of the core. Figure 1(b) illustrates how the tensor force works
if two neutrons occupy this j ¢> orbit. Due to the repulsive monopole interaction (red wavy
line), the single-particle energy of the proton j> orbit is raised. On the other hand, owing to
the attractive monopole interaction (blue wavy line), the single-particle energy of the proton
j< orbit is lowered. These changes combined produce the reduction of spin-orbit splitting.

Since the monopole effect is linear, four neutrons in the j ¢> orbit as shown in figure 1(c)
double the effect exhibited in figure 1(b). Thus, the proton spin-orbit splitting becomes
smaller and smaller, as more neutrons occupy the j ¢> orbit.

Figure 1. Illustration of the type I and II shell evolutions. Wavy lines indicate tensor
force. Closed (open) circles denote neutron particles (holes).

J. Phys. G: Nucl. Part. Phys. 43 (2016) 024009 T Otsuka and Y Tsunoda

5

T.	Otsuka	and	Y.	Tsunoda,	 JPG	43	(2016)	024009

● Type-I	shell	evolution:

number	of	nucleons	in	

different isotopes

● Type-II	shell	evolution:

occupancies	within	the	

same	nucleus

● From	Ni	to	n-deficient	

Pb region…

we	need	information

on	energy	gaps!

→	nucleon-transfer

measurements
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To	the	Pb region T	Otsuka	and	Y	Tsunoda,	JPG	43	(2016)	024009
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To	the	Pb region T	Otsuka	and	Y	Tsunoda,	JPG	43	(2016)	024009

185Hg
1/2–

13/2+

186Hg

0+
2+

0

99

4+

0

405

1080

523

621

808

0+

2+

4+

1-n	transfer	in	Hg

● 185g,mHg	(d,p) and	(p,d)

● Beam	intensity	≈	105 pps →	feasible!
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To	the	Pb region T	Otsuka	and	Y	Tsunoda,	JPG	43	(2016)	024009

1-n	transfer	in	Hg

● 185g,mHg	(d,p) and	(p,d)

● Beam	intensity	≈	105 pps →	feasible!

(d,p)186Hg	10	MeV/nucleon,		Q-value	+8.2	MeV up	to	50	deg in	cm

186Hg	gs

2+1,	0
+
2,	2

+
2
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To	the	Pb region T	Otsuka	and	Y	Tsunoda,	JPG	43	(2016)	024009

1-n	transfer	in	Hg

● 185g,mHg	(d,p) and	(p,d)

● Beam	intensity	≈	105 pps →	feasible!

(p,d)184Hg	10	MeV/nucleon,		Q-value	–5.7	MeV

up	to	80	deg in	cm

2+1,	0
+
2,	2

+
2

184Hg	gs
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● Data	from	all	sort	of	techniques	are	necessary
Importance	of	“anchor	points”

● Transfer	reactions	with	radioactive	beams	are	feasible,
but	they	remain	very	challenging!

● Choose	cases	accurately
Aim	for	good-quality	data	on	accessible	nuclei

● !-ray	detection	often	essential
Resolution	vs	efficiency

● Spectroscopic	factors	not	always	reliable
(unknown	reaction	mechanism)
Use	relative	quantities	to	interpret	cross	sections

Summary


